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Abstract. Let Ç be an irrational number with simple continued fraction ex-

pansion £ = [ao; tf|.a¡,... ], and Pi¡q¡ be its /th convergent. In this paper

we first prove the duality of some inequalities, and then prove the following con-

jugate properties for symmetric and asymmetric Diophantine approximations.

(i) Among any three consecutive convergents p¡/q¡   (i = n — \,n,n + 1),

at least one satisfies

lí-P,/?,l<i/(^„2+l+H2)

and at least one does not satisfy this inequality.

(ii) Let t be a positive real number. Among any four consecutive conver-

gents Pi/q¡   (i' = n - 1, n, n + 1, n + 2), at least one satisfies

-1/ (y/ci + ̂ q^j <Z- ptlQi < xf (ycl+Axq}} .

and at least one does not satisfy this inequality, where c„ = an+\  if n is odd,

c„ = an+2 if n is even.

1. Introduction

Let í be an irrational number with simple continued fraction expansion

Ç = [a0;a{ , ... ,a¡, ...], and pj/qi be its /th convergent. A basic theorem on

symmetric Diophantine approximation (see [1,2, 4]) asserts that among any

three consecutive convergents P¡lq¡   (i = « - 1 , n , n + 1), at least one satisfies

1
(D '"i <

fa*„+i+4<7,

In 1983, the present author proved the conjugate property of the above theo-

rem in [9]: among any three consecutive convergents pjqi, at least one satisfies

(2)
«:!

>

\A«2+.+4<?,2

this fact was rediscovered by Prasad and Lari [6] in 1986.
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Let t be a positive real number. The present author [11] improved the

results on asymmetric Diophantine approximation in [3, 7, 8], and obtained a

basic theorem: among any four consecutive convergents p¡/<¡¡ (i = n - \ ,n ,

n + 1, n + 2), at least one satisfies

(3) -^^<S-^<-   ~
\/c2n+4xq2 qi      y/c2 + 4xqf '

where c„ = a„^, if n is odd, and c„ = a i7 if n is even.
n n+\ ' n n+2

In this paper, we prove the duality of some inequalities, which gives a unified

treatment on conjugate properties of both symmetric and asymmetric approxi-

mations. The method in [ 12] is used to prove that among any four consecutive

convergents p¡/q¡, at least one satisfies one of the following inequalities:

(4) {-&■<_

q>   v/?W

(5) t-^>
«i      jc2n+4xq

2. Preliminaries

Let M¡ = [ai+x ;a¡+2, .■■] + [0;a¡ ,a¡_x , ... ,ax]. It is well known that

(6) C-Û-fciÎ
ai      Mfi2

Let P = [an+2;an+:}, ...] and Q — [an ;an_x , ... ,ax]. It is easily seen that

P is an irrational number, Q is a rational number. The following equalities

are easy to check:

1
(7) Mn+\ =P +

fl-+i+ß"
n+\

W ^.-"«Ui + p + g-'

"n+i+P'

We need an important lemma.

Lemma 1 Let a ,r be two constants such that 0 < a < r, and f(x) =

x + jr^pr • Then

(i)   f{x) > 4r/(r2 - a2) for x > 2/(r - a),

(ii)   f(¿ < 4r/(r2 - a2) for 2/(r + a) < x < 2/(r - a).

Proof. Simple calculus.
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3. Duality of some inequalities

Theorem 1. Let r > a„^. . Then
n+i

(i)   Mn > r implies min(Afn_, ,Mn+x)< 4r/(r2 - a2n+x).

(ii)   Mn    =    r    implies   min(Mn_x,Mn+x)    <    4r/(r2 - a2n+x),   and

max(Mn_x,Mn+x)>4r/(r2-a2n+x).

(iii)   Mn < r implies max(A/n_, , Mn+l) > 4r/(r2 - a2n+x).

Proof, (i) If Mn > r, by (8) we have P~l > r - an+x - Q~l  and ß"1 >

r - an+x - P~l . From (7) and (9), we have

(10) Mn+. <-1—t + P,

(11) M^<TZ^ + Q

There are two possibilities on P ,Q .

(a) One of P ,Q < 2/(r - an+x). Since r > an+x > 1, it is easily seen

that P > 1 > 21 (r + an+x) and ß > 2/(r + an+x). By Lemma 1 (ii), we have

min(M„_, ,Mn+x) < 4r/(r2 - a2„+x).

(b) Both P and Q>2/(r-an+l). Since P is irrational and ß is rational,

P ¿Q. Hence at least one of P ,Q> 2/(r-an+x), by (8) we have Mn + an+x +

P~l + ß_l < r, contradicting the assumption Mn> r .

Combining (a), (b), we have assertion (i).

(ii) If Mn = r, by (8) and (7), (9) we have

r-Q

By the above proof, we have min(MnX , M +l) < 4r/(r -an+x) by discussing

the two cases (a) and (b).

We may also consider the following two cases on P ,Q.

(a')   One of P ,Q > 2/(r-an+1). By (12), (13) and Lemma l(i), we have

™x(Mn_x,Mn+x)>4r/(r2-alx).

(b')   Both P ,Q < 2/(r - an+]).   Since P ¿ Q, at least one of P ,Q <

2/(r - an+x).  By (8) we have Mn> r, contradicting the assumption

Combining (a') and (b'), we have assertion (ii).

(iii) If Mn < r, by (8) and (7), (9), we have

(i4) ^+1>7zVT + />'
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(15) Mn_x>—^Zx+Q.

Similar to the proof of assertion (ii), we have assertion (iii) by discussing the

two cases (a') and (b').

Remark 1. The case (iii) in Theorem 1 has been discussed in [ 10] in a different

way.

4. Applications

Letting r = ^Ja2n+x+4, we have 4r/(r2 - a2n+x) = y/a*+l+4. By (6) and

Theorem 1, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Among any three consecutive convergents pi/qi of Ç (i = n -

1 ,n ,n + 1), at least one satisfies inequality (1), and at least one satisfies in-

equality (2).

Let
J an+x   if« is odd;

"     I £„_,_->   if n is even.

I   2 2 2
Let T be a positive real number.   If r = \lcn +4t, then 4r/(r   - cn) =

Jc2 + 4t/t . By (6) and Theorem 1, we have the following theorem by dis-

cussing the two cases: n is odd or n is even.

Theorem 3. Among any four consecutive convergents pjqj of ¿; (i = n -

1, n, n + 1, n + 2), at least one satisfies inequality (3), and at least one sat-

isfies one of the inequalities (4) or (5).
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